
 
 
Beach Byron Bay 

Beach Byron Bay is a restaurant where locals and visitors can meet and enjoy the beach, which is at 
the heart of the Byron Bay lifestyle. Whether it’s a locally blended coffee after a lighthouse walk, 
breakfast and a fresh juice after a swim, a lunch of locally caught seafood or a chilled cocktail and 
platter of oysters on the deck at twilight. 
 
The restaurant operates daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner, seven days a week. Also available is a 
takeaway kiosk that gives customers the freedom to choose to eat in the garden or on the beach. 

 

Emphasis on simplicity and taste.   

Being by the beach makes it important to provide customers with a relaxed atmosphere, where the 
focus is on fresh and healthy dishes. Head chef, Enrico Semenzato, has created a range of menus 
influenced by the sea and his love of Mediterranean food. The menu at Beach Byron Bay reflects the 
setting – relaxed yet stylish with an emphasis on simplicity and taste. 
 

Unbeatable beachfront location. 

Inspired by the sea, the sky, the sand and the tranquillity, customers are welcomed into a 
contemporary space, including a large outdoor all-weather dining deck with retractable roof, making 
the most of the restaurant’s ocean and hinterland views. While inside, large bi-fold doors open up the 
interior with ocean views from every table.  

 
While outside the beach kiosk offers a takeaway menu, designed for food, drinks and coffee on-the-go 
or beachside picnics. A perfect pit stop for those enjoying a walk up to the nearby Byron Bay 
Lighthouse or a day at the beach with family or friends.  

 

The perfect day at the beach.  

Escape the bustle of Byron Bay in Beach’s tucked away location at Clarkes Beach. Choose to unwind 
on the large restaurant deck that spills out to uninterrupted sea views for breakfast, lunch and sunset 
dinners or walk up the sandy beach track between swims for takeaway coffee, fresh juices, a delicious 
picnic lunch or a summertime ice-cream. 

 

Award-winning.  

2018 Hatted Restaurant - Good Food Guide National Awards 
2017 Wine List of the Year – Gourmet Traveller Awards 

 

Beach, it's what makes us unique. 

 
For more information about Beach Byron Bay visit: www.beachbyronbay.com.au 

Professional photos are available on request. Please contact Sarah Frare at 
marketing@beachbyronbay.com.au or 02 6629 1782 
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